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Welcome
We invite you to become familiar with the offer of Polish companies and to visit the Polish 
National Stand at AAPEX.
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POLISH AVIATION PARTS INDUSTRY:
0ver 100 years of history in the aerospace industry 

Over 80 years of experience in aircraft production

One of top 10 countries in aviation manufacturing

0ver 120 aviation businesses, employing over 25,000 people 

210,000 - number of employees  
in the Polish automotive sector 

Yearly growth of 9% 

Export of Polish automotive products  
in 3 quarters of 2019 - EUR 17.4 billion 

0ver 80% of Polish production is exported 

About 
us

POLISH AUTOMOTIVE PARTS INDUSTRY: 





POLISH
EXHIBITORS 
AND BRANDS
at AAPEX



AS-PL Sp. z o.o.

AS-PL Sp. z o.o. is a European company which operates  
in the field of supplying parts and electrical components for 
vehicles. Currently, the company offers more than 20,000 
different products with almost 450,000 reference numbers 
in order to provide a wide selection of original products and 
their replacements at favorable prices. 

Offered products include parts and components for pas-
senger cars, lorries, agricultural machines, boats, motorcy-
cles, and the industrial market. From 2004, products under  
the own brand name “AS” are manufactured. 

Goods offered by the company undergo strict testing pro-
cedures and meet the highest requirements in relation to 
their assembly and technical parameters. All alternators and 
starters offered by the company are tested using specialist 
machinery.

as-pl.com
ez@as-pl.com

00 48 58 328 76 50



FISCHER AUTOMOTIVE 

We offer to the market exhaust mounting parts like gaskets, 
flexible pipes, clamps, seal rings, rubber hangers, pipe con-
nectors, clamps, manifolds, nuts and also other parts for the 
car industry for example: 
turbocharger mounting kits, engine gaskets, sump plugs, 
o-rings and gaskets for Air Conditioning, heatshields, assort-
ment boxes.

Some of our products go directly to the car’s assembly lines  
and filter producers lines. All products we supply are manu-
factured using the best materials, in processes fully super-
vised, guaranteeing the highest quality. 

Our company works according to the certified system of qual-
ity management PN-EN ISO 9001.
The most valuable Fischer Automotive asset are our custom-
ers and their satisfaction coming from both sides fruitful 
cooperation.

fa1.pl
sales@fa1.pl
0048 41 254 18 97
fb.com/Fischer.Automotive.Polska



Escape Vans 

KB Skatelab Maciej Skiba
Escape to explore with Escape Vans. We’re small group of pas-
sionate travelers, open-minded designers and outdoor enjoyers. 
The Escape Vans adventure started three years ago when Prze-
mek – who is the CEO now, after a few-months-trip in USA came 
up with the idea to design a module box for his first Renault Traf-
fic van and convert into a campervan. He met Pawel, the main de-
signer and Maciej – the owner ow CNC studio in Gdansk, together 
decided to prepare the first prototype and check the functionality 
in real use – by renting the Escape Vans during summer season.  

So far the project has developed and currently in the team of 
eight we sell the Escape Box modules for Toyota Poland as well 
as individual clients.

Escape Box is a module which you plug into the trunk of your 
van to convert it into a comfortable, full-fledged campervan. 
This solution allows you to enter every space available for 
cars but thanks to our equipment you can still feel like home.  

escapevans.pl 
info@escapevans.pl

0048 736 806 060
fb.com/escapevans

Escape Box is available in several sizes and types ranging from 
a simple bed to a fully equipped module and it fits most vans, 
small and large. We are not able to adapt to every vehicle mod-
el, but we try to make our modular structure fit most popular 
passenger vans. Our idea for the installation does not require 
any modifications – just insert it into the car, screw it into the 
original mounting holes, connect it to the cigarette lighter sock-
et and it’s ready! 

For surfers, cyclists and those who need only a bed, a refrig-
erator and a small stove in their campervan, we have pre-
pared a modular eco version – Eco Box. For those who plan 
longer trips into the wilderness, where for several days there 
will be no access to electricity, water and other elements  
of civilization, we have the Tour Box – containing a 23-liter water 
tank, gas cartridge stove, refrigerator and a super comfortable 
mattress. Just take some food and beverage with you and you 
are ready for a trip!





FroGum Mirosław Frontczak 
i Wspólnicy Spółka Jawna
FroGum®  - manufacturer of dedicated car mats and trunk 
mats. FroGum® cooperates throughout the world and cre-
ates the highest quality products made from self-manufac-
tured materials. 

Over 35-year experience makes us reliable, independent and 
ecologically aware manufacturer. FroGum®continuously in-
vests in innovative design, technological and structural solu-
tions. 

Our design philosophy is based on the solid principles that 
enable us to implement innovations and create our vision.  
A passion for creation is the DNA of our company. 

frogum.com
frogum@frogum.com

0048 22 724 38 03
fb.com/wyrobygumowe/

Our designs are elegantly balanced – proportions create our 
characteristic style, giving a sense of scale and beauty to each 
model. 
• Independent manufacturer in the centre of Europe
• Independence from the supply chain 
• Continuous high inventory
• Environmentally friendly manufacturer
• Unique design

Join us! #A3679





LINEX Sp. z o.o.

LINEX Sp. z o.o. is a leading manufacturer of automotive control 
cables on the Polish and European markets. The company’s pro-
duction concentrates mainly on control cables, Bowden cables, 
i.e. accelerator cables, brake cables, clutch cables, gear shift 
links, doors, bonnet and boot opening control cables, pull-push 
cables, conduits and casings, dedicated for most car makes. 

Our products are delivered both to the spare parts market (AF-
TERMARKET) and for the first assembly in newly manufactured 
vehicles (OEM).
We have attained the position of the European leader on the 
aftermarket by offering a very wide range of products cover-
ing almost all car makes and types of vehicles, and by excel-
lent quality guaranteed with IATF 16949:2016 certificate, an  
attractive price level, and our dedication to constantly improve 
customer satisfaction.
50 years of experience in the automotive industry, large 
production capacity, flexibility and a fast adaptation to 

linex.com.pl
linex@linex.com.pl

0048 34 3632564

market needs, have been constantly strengthening our com-
petitive advantage.  Thanks to them, we have increased yearly  
the supply level and the number of projects for the OEM market. 
Today, 35 % of the LINEX turnover is in sales to automotive fac-
tories for the purpose of the first assembly for car makes such 
as SEAT, VW, FIAT, OPEL, PEUGEOT, MERCEDES, AUDI, Maserati, 
Jaguar, Peugeot, BMW. In addition to the automotive industry, 
we manufacture and supply control cables and wires of different 
construction, as well as other products according to technical 
documentation and customer requirements for the medical, 
welding, lighting, construction and even knitting markets.

Tradition, development and quality - these are the pillars  
of LINEX Sp. z o.o. history - the company which, thanks to  
a coherent vision of its owners, their dedication to the develop-
ment and consistency in the quest to achieve the highest quality 
of products, has made LINEX a brand recognized all across Eu-
rope.





M-TECH POLAND SP. z o.o.

M-TECH is a company specializing in the automotive lighting 
industry, which since 2005 has been offering its customers  
a wide range of products in all three major lighting technologies 
- halogen, xenon and LED. Over the last 16 years M-TECH has 
built a strong and recognizable brand, both at home and abroad. 

The assortment consists of carefully selected components that 
meet all requirements of the highest European standards. More-
over, the logistics office in China allows to deliver goods not only 
from warehouses in Poland, but also directly from Asia, often 
supplying the customer with products under his own brand. 

The company’s experienced, multilingual staff provides pro-
fessional and friendly service. The use of modern technologies, 

info@m-tech.pl
m-tech.pl

fb.com/mtechpoland

constant development, regular inspections of the production 
process and excellent knowledge of the automotive market 
make M-TECH a trusted and reliable business partner. 

The company’s motto is to constantly strive for excellence in de-
livering high quality products on time and at an attractive price. 
Product categories of the highest quality in our offer allow us to 
fully satisfy the most demanding customers, because as experts 
in the field of lighting we offer proven and complete solutions. 

The product offer includes a wide range of automotive bulbs, 
daytime running lamps and inspection lamps. Among the as-
sortment is primarily a wide range of LED retrofits, work lamps, 
driving lights and burners and xenon converters.





Netur Polska Sp. z o.o.

Nétur specializes in the development and machining of com-
plex, high precision aeronautical components. We also offer  
a wide range of supplementary solutions for component  
assembly, painting, and special processes. 

Our investments in talent, ongoing skills development, and ef-
ficient processes are your guarantee of innovative, top quality 
products.

netur.ca/pl
m.w-sowa@netur.ca

0048 17 87 00 670



ROZTOCZE Zakład Usługowo 
-Produkcyjny Sp. z o.o.

Roztocze is a leading manufacturer of industrial closures
in Europe. We offer our customers a wide range of products 
such as: locks, hinges, clamps, latches, gaskets, handles and 
customized solutions. 

Our assortment is used in the power industry, telecommunica-
tions, HVAC, construction, railways, automotive,

roztocze.eu
rst@roztocze.eu 
0048 846 643 501
fb.com/rstroztocze/



Łukasiewicz Research Network 
– Automotive Industry Institute
Łukasiewicz Research Network – Automotive Industry Insti-
tute is a research institute being a member of the Łukasiewicz 
Research Network, which is the Europe’s third-largest net-
work of research institutes that provides attractive, compet-
itive, and complete business solutions. Łukasiewicz – PIMOT 
carries out scientific research and development works in the 
field of automotive engineering. The Institute’s activities are 
focused on such areas as improvement in the road traffic 
safety, development of road vehicles, research in the field of 
intelligent safety systems as well as state security and de-
fences, and works on alternative vehicle powering sources, 
fuels, biofuels, and renewable energy sources.

Since 1 April 2019, we have been a part of the Łukasiewicz 
Research Network. Within the Network, we participate in the 

pimot.lukasiewicz.gov.pl
instytut@pimot.lukasiewicz.gov.pl

0048 22 7777 014, 0048 22 7777 015

works of the SMART MOBILITY and SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY 
AND ENERGY Research Groups.

The Institute’s research base consists of over ten specialized 
research laboratories, sections, and departments, unique 
in nationwide terms and continuously modernized. The re-
search works carried out at Łukasiewicz – PIMOT are of great 
importance for the development and improvement of innova-
tiveness and competitive power of Polish industry. Our offer 
is chiefly addressed to entrepreneurs, especially those rep-
resenting the sectors of transport, fuels, renewable energy 
sources, as well as state security and defences and those who 
are seeking for strong scientific and research support in the 
process of improving automotive products and introducing 
the products into world markets.





Scanway Sp. z o.o.

Scanway is a Polish technology company that designs and im-
plements optical solutions for two industries: space (high-res-
olution telescopes and observation instruments) and manu-
facturing (machine vision systems). Scanway products make it 
possible to observe any object and area in a precise, continuous 
way and with an accuracy greater than the human eye. The com-
pany consists of two teams - Scanway Space, which specializes 
in creating observation systems for micro- and nanosatellites, 
and Scanway Industry, which develops industrial quality control 
systems. 

The company’s most important projects are:
- multispectral space telescopes as parts of the government  
projects EagleEye and PIAST,
- integrated system for auto-diagnosis of satellites,
- variety of highly effective industrial implementations.

scanway.pl
office@scanway.pl
0048 71 733 62 64

fb.com/scanwayspzoo



Thoni Alutec Sp. z o.o.

With over 1600 employees, THONI-ALUTEC has become the 
technological and market leader for bespoke aluminium cast-
ings. We offer complete supply chain.On our 420,000 sqm site 
with 72,500 sqm of indoor production facilities, we produce 
sand and die castings using gravity and low pressure processes.
From casting design, tool making, casting, machining and 
surface treatment to assembly, we supply light alloy castings 
weighing from 0.2 kg up to 10,000 kg and measuring more than 
10 metre’s in length.Our goal is to provide technical high-integ-
rity Aluminium castings to international industries including 
Automotive and Aerospace. Through innovative product and 
process development, we make full use of the material’s me-
chanical properties, ensuring that we continue to extend our 
market reach.
Certyficates: AS/EN 9100:2015, ASME Certiticate U-Stamp, NAD-
CAP, Heat treatment, NDT testing, Welding, Chemical processes
EXPORT LICENSE CONTROL, EN-4179:2009, ISO 24394 
PRECISION IN: CASTING, MACHINING, SURFACE TREATMENT,  
ASSEMBLY, FULL SUPPLY CHAIN

thoni-alutec.pl
info@thoni-alutec.pl
0048 15 814 98 00
fb.com/thonialutec

®



NEOTEC

TIP-TOPOL Sp. z o.o.
We are an expert on the automotive market due to our long ex-
perience in manufacturing air springs as well as balance weights 
and our distribution of equipment and materials for car work-
shops.

NEOTEC is the biggest Polish air spring producer for trucks, trail-
ers and buses with:
- experience in air springs production since 1988
- presence on the OEM market
- quality management system based on IATF 16949:2016 and ISO 
9001:2015
- environmental Management System ISO 14001:2015
- more than 850 types of air springs
- 100% pressure control of final products
- reliability confirmed with 9.000.000 cycles – level previously 
reserved for the PREMIUM segment
- 3 years warranty

neotec.tiptopol.pl
neotec@tiptopol.pl 
0048 61 815 22 18



WAS Automotive  
Lighting Manufacturing
WAŚ Automotive Lighting Manufacturer is the leader of inno-
vation, design and practicality in the production of automotive 
lamps. 

Established in 1979, the family run company offers  
a selection of bulb, hybrid and LED lamps which are not only 
sold nationally, but exported internationally to over 90 coun-
tries. With an impressive annual production capacity of 10 
million lamps, WAŚ offers over 3000 products, suitable for all 
vehicle types; trucks, trailers, semi-trailers, buses, agricultural 
vehicles and commercial vehicles. 

WAŚ is located in Poland’s fast-developing economic region of 
Lower Silesia and has contributed to major achievements in 
LED technology advancements, receiving prestigious awards; 
including a No. 1 ranking from renowned Forbes Poland maga-
zine for Best Family Company 2020.

was.eu 
export@was.eu 
0048 71 303 36 81



WESEM

Since 1977 the WESEM company has provided lighting for cars, 
commercial vehicles, construction and agricultural machinery. 
The high quality of WESEM’s lamps is guaranteed by a qualified 
staff of specialists, a modern machinery park, the R&D depart-
ment and a fully equipped measurement and testing laboratory. 
WESEM’s products, designed and produced in Poland, success-
fully combine modern design trends with the latest technical 
solutions. Moreover, an excellent proportion between quality 
and price causes that WESEM’s lamps are used by numerous 
OEM manufacturers as well as by wholesalers of spare parts 
from many corners of the world.
The lamps are made in Poland and each production phase is 
controlled in accordance with ISO 9001:2015.

wesem.com
export@wesem.pl

biuro@wesem.pl
0048 12 289 73 15



WUZETEM. Polska Spółka Warszaw-
skie Zakłady Mechaniczne „PZL-
-WZM” w Warszawie S.A.
Polska Spółka Warszawskie Zakłady Mechaniczne “PZL-WZM” 
w Warszawie S.A. is a manufacturer of elements for injection 
systems, used in diesel engines. Under the brand WUZETEM 
operates on the Automotive Aftermarket since 1951 (for 70 
years) and manufactures products equivalent to those deliv-
ered by Original Equipment Market (OEM) companies.
The Company is one of the world’s few manufacturers and 
Poland’s only manufacturer of spare parts for diesel engine 
injection systems and fuel injectors. It has a manufacturing 
capacity in thermal and thermal and chemical treatment (vac-
uum quenching, carbonizing and nitriding technologies) and 
mechanical treatment (in machining, with use of metal part 
turning and grinding technologies) at its disposal. 
WUZETEM means 70 years of experience and tradition, and 
reliable products that, under the brand, are delivered to cus-
tomers both in the US and Europe. WUZETEM. The highest level 
of precision. Together for 70 years.

wuzetem.pl/en
wuzetem@wuzetem.pl
0048 22 841 32 01
fb.com/wesem




